Abstract. In vivo imaging of the cardiac 3D fibre architecture is still a challenge, but it would have many clinical applications, for instance to better understand pathologies and to follow up remodelling after therapy. Recently, cardiac MRI enabled the acquisition of Diffusion Tensor images (DTI) of 2D slices. We propose a method for the complete 3D reconstruction of cardiac fibre architecture in the left ventricular myocardium from sparse in vivo DTI slices. This is achieved in two steps. First we map non-linearly the left ventricular geometry to a truncated ellipsoid. Second, we express coordinates and tensor components in Prolate Spheroidal System, where an anisotropic Gaussian kernel regression interpolation is performed. The framework is initially applied to a statistical cardiac DTI atlas in order to estimate the optimal anisotropic bandwidths. Then, it is applied to in vivo beating heart DTI data sparsely acquired on a healthy subject. Resulting in vivo tensor field shows good correlation with literature, especially the elevation (helix) angle transmural variation. To our knowledge, this is the first reconstruction of in vivo human 3D cardiac fibre structure. Such approach opens up possibilities in terms of analysis of the fibre architecture in patients.
Introduction
Cardiac fibre architecture has a crucial role in the cardiac function, as it influences heavily the muscle electrophysiological and mechanical behaviours. For instance electrical propagation is three times faster in the fibre direction than in the orthogonal plan [8] . For such reasons its study can have an important impact on clinical decisions, as several cardiac pathologies -such as myocardial infarction, cardiomyopathy, hypertension, or valvular heart diseases -involve a rearrangement of myocardial fibres [16] .
Diffusion Tensor MRI (DTI) can depict non-invasively the fibre orientation distribution of the myocardium [6, 14, 17] . Moreover, taking into account the full information given by the tensors gives an insight on the intrinsic laminar sheet structure [12] . However, using this technique in-vivo is challenging: complex motion patterns due to heartbeat creates important distortions of the signal. Furthermore, the muscle tissue has relatively low anisotropy. Recent studies however raised a new hope [2, 5] , but the difficulty and sensitivity of these techniques limit the data that could be acquired in clinical time, resulting in sparsely distributed acquisitions.
We set up a method to interpolate the in vivo Left Ventricule (LV) sparse tensor data in a shape-adapted curvilinear coordinate system (i.e. Prolate Spheroidal System, PSS). We explain how we non-linearly register the LV to an ellipsoid to express a Kernel regression scheme in PSS. Spatial coherence of a statistical cardiac DTI atlas is used as a prior for our curved interpolation. By mapping back the resulting tensor information to the LV, we are able to reconstruct the complete tensor structure of the LV, and compare it with those obtained with Cartesian interpolation.
Curvilinear Interpolation of Tensors

Truncated Prolate Spheroid 3D Diffeomorphic Mapping
The shape of the LV has been assimilated to a truncated ellipsoid [1, 9] , on which we can use the shape adapted curvilinear coordinate system called Prolate Spheroidal System [15] (PSS). Note that this coordinate system is already used to describe mechanical behaviour of the heart [11, 9] .
A 3D binary mask of the left ventricle is manually delineated on a 3D MRI of the heart, and registered to a 3D synthetic binary mask of a perfect truncated prolate spheroid (see Fig. 1 .c). In order to have an invertible and symmetric mapping of positions, we chose a symmetric version of the Diffeomorphic Demons registration algorithm [3] . In addition, an elasticity contraint, as introduced in [10] has been incorporated to ensure a smooth displacement of the middle of the ventricle wall. The advantage of this method is that it provides us with smooth and elastic displacement fields, from the LV to the spheroid and vice versa.
In this setting, any acquired tensor D x lying within the LV wall is warped using the forward transformation Φ. We reorient it using the Finite Strain strategy as it seems well suited to preserve geometric features of cardiac diffusion tensor fields [12] , with the Jacobian of the backward transformation Φ −1 . PSS is well adapted to the LV shape [9] as local coordinates have physiological meaning (see Fig. 1 (b) ): ξ 1 is the positive transmural abcissa, ξ 2 is the apex-base abcissa from 0 to π/2, and ξ 3 is the circumferential abcissa from 0 to 2π. Thus, once the tensor data is mapped on the prolate spheroid, we can compute PSS coordinate position vectors (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ) of each measure point, and describe tensors components in local contravariant basis B ξ = (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ). The transformation between basis are then written:
Anisotropic Kernel Estimator in Curvilinear Coordinates
Let us consider the situation where we have a set of N known tensors (D ξi )
over the domain of interest Ω , which is the image of the LV: Ω = Φ(Ω). We want to estimate the missing tensor D ξ at position ξ. Assuming that the tensor field is continuous and relatively homogeneous in the myocardium, we can claim that D ξ is directly influenced by its neighbours. In this context we use a Gaussian kernel estimator K σ of bandwidth σ. The kernel estimatem σ (D ξ ) is taken as the Log-Euclidean [4] weighted mean of surrounding tensors, and thus written:
PSS coordinates are highly non-homogeneous, therefore an anisotropic interpolation with respect to each of the coordinates is needed. We thus replace the scalar σ by a positive definite matrix H. Let X be the position in a given coordinate system as a column vector (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 )
T and let dX = (X − X i ). The kernel becomes [7] :
where K is the univariate kernel function (we use Normal Gaussian function).
H is invertible as positive definite. The difficulty remains in the choice over the matrix H. We follow ideas from Härdle in [7] and define a rule to find optimal bandwidth H opt to be used. It consists in a Leave-One-Out approach where we minimize residual norm (or Least Square LS). In the next section we estimate appropriate bandwidth matrices, in both PSS and Cartesian coordinate systems, using a cardiac DTI atlas.
Parameter Estimation using a Cardiac DTI Atlas
In order to estimate the interpolation parameters, we took advantage of a publicly available cardiac DTI atlas of canine hearts [12] . Our study is limited to the left ventricle in order to match with the in vivo data studied in the next section. If we only know partial data (D ξi ) N 1 on the atlas, let α be the data coverage ratio between the known data N and the total number of voxels of the atlas LV M : α = N/M . To reproduce in-vivo acquisition environment, The atlas is divided slice by slice in the long axis direction (i.e. imitating sparsely distributed short axis slices). Normal distribution noise (of variance V = 0.01) was added over the tensor's corresponding DWIs. We propose to find the optimal bandwidth H opt that minimizes the LS criterion over the entire ventricle domain Ω. We are looking for a trade-off between fit quality and smoothness, so we minimize the criterion:
where the distance dist is taken in Log-Euclidean metrics, i.e. the Frobenius norm of the log difference dist(A, B) = log(A) − log(B) . The criterion CV (H) to be minimized thus includes a scalar λ to control the regularization. We chose to use a gradient-free multivariate optimization scheme derived from Powell & al.
[13] to minimize CV (H). Furthermore, H was constrained to be diagonal. Note that optimal bandwidth matrices are different in PSS interpolation (H p opt ) and in Cartesian interpolation (H c opt ). We ran the minimization process for several values of λ to find a suitable regularization ratio. Fig. 2 .a shows a log-log scatter graph of the regularization term vs. the data fit term as result of the L-curve in PSS coordinates. We see an inflexion point of maximal curvature at λ opt = 1.5 for a coverage of α = 60%. We used this value of λ for the remaining of this paper.
The long axis data coverage ratio α has a physical meaning: in practice, a full coverage of the ventricle is of great difficulty and in vivo data is often limited to short axis views around the equatorial region. We thus reproduced the optimization experiment varying α. The evolution of CV (H opt ) against α is shown in Fig. 2 .b. At low data coverage the quality of data fit using PSS interpolation is more than 100% better compared to Cartesian interpolation. Moreover we achieve a very good fit after 50% of coverage, while it is only above 80% that we have similar fit with both coordinate systems.
The eigenvalues of H opt (bandwidths in each axis direction) are of great importance as they will be used as spatial coherence prior for the in vivo study. They depend on the noise level as well as the data coverage ratio of the ventricle. Fig. 3 summarizes the variation of these optimal bandwidths against the α ratio, using respectively Cartesian and PSS coordinate systems for interpolation. As the ventricle is aligned to the z-axis, a decrease of its corresponding H opt eigenvalue in Cartesian coordinates can be seen (Fig. 3.a) . Cartesian bandwidths at full coverage converge to a value of 0.9 mm. In the PSS coordinate case (3b), optimal bandwidths in both g 2 and g 3 directions are decreasing while the one corresponding to g 1 is stable. They converge respectively to 4 % of wall thickness, 3.4 deg. in apex-base direction, and 6.3 deg. in circumferential direc- Fig. 2. (a) : L-curve of the regularization parameter λ in the PSS case for a data coverage ratio α = 60%. The curve shows an inflexion point at λopt = 1.5. (b): Evolution of the criterion CV (Hopt), using λ = λopt, against the data coverage ratio α. We compare the PSS interpolation performance (solid) versus Cartesian interpolation one (dashed). We see better fit to data in PSS interpolation, especially for low values of α.
tion. Now that we estimated optimal bandwidth parameters for our curvilinear interpolation, we can apply this framework to in-vivo data. 
Application to in-vivo Human Data
Multi-slice cardiac DTI data were acquired on a healthy volunteer using a singleshot spin echo sequence on a 3T Philips Achieva System (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) with reduced field-of-view excitation and flow compensated diffusion encoding gradients [5] . A total of thirty-one LV short-axis DTI views were obtained around the equatorial level of the left ventricle. The data was acquired in seven separate sessions on the same subject, totalling one hour and thirty minutes of effective scanning. Image acquisition was triggered to peak systole to account for strain effects and utilise maximum myocardial thickness [5] . To account for inconsistencies in volunteer and breath-hold positions among the separate scans, 3D misalignment was corrected using the Insight ToolKit (http://www.itk.org). An additional anatomical 3D dataset was acquired at the same trigger delay (TD = 300ms) as the DTI scans. This anatomical dataset was used to define the left ventricle binary mask to be mapped on the prolate spheroid. Fig. 4 .a shows the input data distribution over the ventricle. Most of the acquisitions have been done in the equatorial part of the LV, because cardiac motion (especially rotation) is of less intensity in this region. We applied the full method detailed above to interpolate tensor data over the entire LV area both using Cartesian coordinates and PSS coordinates. We used the optimal bandwidths obtained at the same coverage level in the atlas study. In that sense we are using the spatial coherence of the atlas as a prior information rather than the atlas tensor data itself. Fig. 4 .b shows the evolution of fit to data over the number of slices taken into account. The graph demonstrates better performance of PSS interpolation. The helix angle is the angle that the tensor first eigenvector makes with the (g 1 , g 3 ) plane (see Fig. 1 ). The variation of this angle from endocardium to epicardium is an important characteristic of the cardiac function, clearly seen in the DTI atlas and crucial in heart modelling. We show in Fig. 5 joint histograms of the angle against the normalized transmural distance from endocardium to epicardium. The pattern of this variation is reproduced when PSS Coordinates are used, whereas it is less visible in the Cartesian case. Fig. 5 shows a selected slice resulting from in vivo DTI data using Cartesian (Fig. 5.a) and PSS (Fig. 5.b) . Tensors are color-coded with the main eigenvector direction. The regularization follows the ventricle shape in the PSS case and thus shows more plausible fibre directions. Finally we were able to track fibres (Fig. 5 .c) from these tensors using streamline algorithm. The in vivo fibres have a general circumferential pattern and we can recognize the main helical layers of the endocardium and the epicardium. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrated that shape adapted curvilinear coordinatesProlate Spheroidal -are appropriate for the tensor reconstruction over the left ventricle wall volume. We set up a mathematical framework for the kernel regression of tensor data in those coordinates, using anisotropic kernel regression with an optimised bandwidth matrix. We have shown that the resulting interpolated tensors better fit the physionomy of the heart. As the left ventricle has a very characteristic ellipsoidal shape, its fibre architecture (and thus the underlying tensor field) has an important spatial coherence in PSS coordinates, whereas it is less sensible in Cartesian coordinates. We have shown that using the PSS anisotropic spatial coherence of a statistical cardiac DTI atlas as a prior information for in vivo tensor interpolation and regularization helps us to reconstruct full tensor information. We applied our method to reconstruct the fibre architecture of the left ventricle of a healthy volunteer, and, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that the in vivo human 3D structure of the heart has been reconstructed. The in vivo results show a good correlation with literature values of ex vivo human studies. We were able to reproduce the typical pattern of transmural variation of the helix angle. The presented approach opens up possibilities in terms of analysis of the fibre architecture in patients.
